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Rescuing a dog is not for everyone, it takes work and

dedication to enable the dog to settle and thrive in his

new environment. Taking on a dog from a troubled

background can be emotional, but when the work is put

in, the rewards are priceless!

When you take on a rescue dog, you can never be 100%

sure what you are getting. There will be dogs that have

had a truely awful time, have never been in a home

environment or even worn a collar and lead. There will

be other dogs who have ended up in a shelter through no

fault of their own and will settle into a new home

easily. 

Which ever dog you choose, it is important to

understand the dog in front of you, and for that to be

possible, you must allow for the dog to decompress and

begin to trust you when they first arrive.

 

This pack is designed to give you the advice and tools

you need to set your new rescue dog up for success from

the moment they arrive in their new home. 

Rescuing A Dog
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The rule of three, are the stages your new rescue dog

will most likely go through when they first arrive in

your home. All dogs are different, so there may be dogs

that skip one or more of these stages, but it is a good

general idea of what to expect.

-Feeling overwhelmed

- May be scared/unsure

- Not comfortable enough to be

him/herself

- May not eat/drink much

 - Shut down and ignoring you

 - Testing Boundaries

- Starting to settle in

 - Feeling more comfortable

 - Realising this could be their home

 - Figured out the new environment 

- Getting into a routine 

- True personality may be starting to

come through

- Behaviour issues may start to appear

- Finally comfortable

 - Building trust and a bond

 - Gained a sense of security

with the new family 

- Set in a routine

The Rule Of 3

3 Days

3 Weeks

3 Months
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Kitting Out Your

New Pooch
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It is important to  ensure you have all the pieces of

equipment that you will need to care for your new dog

properly. Here are a few ideas of the things we advice you

invest in to help you prepare for your life with your new

best friend.

Collar and Tag
In the uk it is the law that all

dogs must have a collar and tag
with up to date information,
While out in public. I.D tags

MUST state the owners name
and address, it is also advised

to have a telephone number on
there also.

Lead
The lead should be strong enough
to hold the size and weight of your

dog, with a good fastening
mechanism to ensure the safety of

your dog. Extendable leads and
training lines may also be useful,

when you wish to give the dog a bit
more freedom to  sniff and play

without them being offlead.

Food
All dogs need food, it is  advised to

feed dogs at least two meals a day. If
you are changing the dogs food, do it
gradually over a week mixing the new
food with the old, until the old food is

phased out. All dogs must have a
seperate food and water bowl, with
fresh water being available to the
dog with no resrictions, as per the

animal welfare act.

Bed
All dogs need to be supplied
with a comfortable and safe

space to rest. Ensure the bed is
size appropriate for the dog,
that it is comfortable, and be

sure to teach the dog that the
bed is there safe space.

Feeding/ enrichment
toys

Feeding toys such as
Kongs, treat balls, slow

feeder bowls and puzzle
toys are a great way to
mentally stimulate your

dog, which can help
when you come to leave

the dog alone.

Toys
Give your dog plenty of
variation between type ,
texture and size. AVOID
rawhide chews as they

can be extremely
dangerous.

Poo Bags!
It is important to clean

up afteryour dog.
Failing to do so can

lead to you receiving a
£1000 fine.

Travel equipment
You must make sure that your dog is
properly restrained when travelling

in a vehicle. There are multiple
choices, such as specially designed
car harnesses, doggy seat belts and
various crates/ carriers are widely
availble at most pet supply stores.

Please consult the Highway Code for
more clarification.

Coat
If your dog is a breed

that can feel the
cold, a nice warm

and comfy coat will
help to keep your
dog comfortable.



When you are taking on a dog that has been abused and is traumatised, even the

most basic things, like wearing a collar and a lead, will be the most alien thing

to the dog. It is more than likely the dog has never seen a collar before and so,

they may be scared of it. Some dogs have never been on a lead and taken for a

walk, although we may think it is something the dog may enjoy, it can be quite

the opposite experience for the dog. 

Here are some tips on how to allow your dog to settle into your home, and

important steps to follow to ensure you do not overwhelm your dog.

Introducing An Abused/

Traumatised Dog

Set up a nice safe

area for the dog

to decompress.
Set up a nice comfy

crate or bed area that

the dog can go to and

be left alone, if they

so choose.

Do not try to be too

cuddly with your

new dog
As much as you will want to shower

your new dog with love, they may not be

used to it and it may be intimidating

for them at first, build up trust and

allow the dog to come to you for close

comfort, rather than forcing yourself

upon the dog.

Do not try to walk

 the dog too soon

If the dog is not used to

the outside world yet,

allow them time to get to

know you and trust you,

this will help with the

transition to the outside.

Slow and steady wins the

race.

Avoid visitors
All your friends may want to

meet your new pet, but allowing

the dog to settle in and get

used to the new household first

will help the dog to be more

comfortable and confident when

meeting new people. Always

allow the dog space when being

introduced to new places and

people.
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Introducing a dog that has not been abused can still be a difficult

task. Although they may not have suffered trauma, they will still be

very confused which could lead to them being scared.

Dogs that have been in kennels for some time, will take a while to get

used to being in the home environment, they may need to decompress

from the stress of the change in their environment and routine. 

Here are some tips to help you settle your dog into the home

environment.

Introducing A Dog That

Has Not Been Abused

Dont do too

much too soon
Allow the dog time to settle

in and get to know you and

their new environment.

Understand that the dog may

need to be trained in some

basic house manners and

social skills may need a

brushing up.

Set up a

safe space
Set a comfy crate or

bed area up, this will

give the dog their own

space where they can

relax, and be alone if

they so wish.

Get to know

your dog
Take time to get to know your

dog before introducing to

lots of new people. Build up

the trust with your dog,

which will make them feel

comfortable and confident

when being around new

people, animals or

enviroments.

Its okay to ask for

help!

Always remember, if your dog is

showing any behavioural

issues which concern you, seek

advice from either a vet, the

rescue in which you adopted

from or seek a behaviourist or

trainer. Its okay to need a

little help or advice on whats

best for your pet.
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Once your dog has settled in to your home and is becoming

a part of your family, it is important to teach your dog

important life skills. Teaching your dog basic commands

is not only excersising the dogs mind, but it is

enhancing the bond between you.

Teaching Your

New Dog

Start off small with

simple commands

dependant on the

level of training

the dog has already

had. You may need to

go back to basics.

Use force free

methods to teach

your dog new

things

Keep it fun and

engaging!

short regular

sessions will

keep the dog

interested in

the activity                             

Find a reward that

your dog likes and

responds to, for

example, some dogs

will be more

interested in a ball

rather than food.
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It is extremely important to understand the body language of your

dog. Canine body language is their way of communicating with us

and other dogs. If we do not understand what the dog is trying to

signal to us, we risk the dog becoming stressed, which could lead to

the dog biting you or another dog.

Here are a couple of diagrams showing basic canine body language.

 Body language
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Recognising And

Managing Stress 
Recognising when your dog is stressed is very important. Many

things could trigger stress in dogs. Trigger Stacking is a common
problem with dogs, not just recue dogs. This is where they do not
get chance to recover from an episode of stress, when they are
subjected to another, this trigger stacks on top of the previous

trigger, and can cause the dog to go over their individual threshold,
which could lead to a bite!
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Common Problems
Here are some Problems that can occur when taking on a rescue dog, and advice on how

to manage at home. Always seek professional advice if your dog's behaviour is

becoming a problem. If your dog is suffering anxiety, a professional will help you

identify the cause and recommend a treatment plan. RDR have a behaviour support

facebook group, our team would be happy to put you in touch with a professional.

Toileting in

the house

Resourse guarding
Seperation Anxiety

Take the dog into the

garden/ yard around the time

you think they will need to

go to the toilet, give lots of

praise for doing their

business. When the dog goes

to the toilet in the house, do

not shout at them, as this

may cause the problem to get

worse. Keep showing the dog

what you want them to do and

where. 

Try to work out the cause of the

anxiety. Leaving the dog with

clothes which smell like you can

help them feel safe. Ensure your dog

is comfortable spending time in the

area you will be leaving them alone.

Do not make a fuss when you are

leaving and returning to your dog.

Make regular subtle chamges to your

'leaving the house routine', this

will help prevent te dog getting

anxious before you even leave the

house.

Never attempt to remove

something from the dog, that

the dog is guarding! Always

try to tempt the dog away

with a piece of chicken or

cheese (if it is safe to do

so). Do not give the dog high

value long lasting chews.

Teach the dog the 'leave'

command, will help to get

the dog to drop the item.

If your dog is aggressive

towards other dogs, do not try

to  mix them with other dogs

in the hope they will

overcome it. The dog needs to

be counter conditioned,

seeking professional advice

is THE BEST way to help your

dog with this issue.

Dog

Aggression
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Introducing Your

Dog To Grooming

Grooming is handling. Grooming should be positive. Grooming

should preserve health and wellbeing. Styling can be worked towards, but for

the more anxious dog it is certainly not a priority – time is crucial.

 

MATTED DOG: Please note that

there are many rescue dogs requiring immediate matt removal and/or skin care.

In these instances, a guardian should be willing to attend a Veterinary

appointment to have all matt removal done under sedation – this prevents

further

emotional trauma. 

 

Matt removal is painful and extremely difficult for

well-socialised dogs, it is far more difficult, and risky to remove matts on a

rescue dog with deep-rooted behavioural issues caused by neglect, abuse,

illness and/or trauma. 

 

Matt removal can also cause sores and/or infection of the

skin and may require immediate Veterinary care. 

 

Having the removal of matts performed at the Vets is

therefore, the safest and kindest way of resolving the issue while allowing

yourself and the groomer the chance to work at building the dogs resilience

through careful desensitisation and counter-conditioning techniques. 

 

If sedation isn’t possible due to age and/or medical

conditions, then seek the help from a Holistic Groomer. You will soon be able to

locate your nearest Holistic Groomer via The Canine Centred Grooming

Alliances’

Directory: www.ccgroomingalliance.com.
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Preparation at home 

 

Remember the “three-second rule” – touch for three seconds and

move away, if the dog leans in then you can continue to

handle/pet the dog. If

the dog moves away, the dog isn’t ready for contact, allow the dog

some time to

adapt to the new environment. 

·      Start with small sessions, every couple of days.

ACE Freework to establish some positive

associations – establishing trust is important when it comes to

handling.

·      Desensitising to sounds and objects – hand

dryer, electric toothbrush, hair clippers, nail file, nail

trimmers, brush and

scissors. 

·      Using high value rewards and praise we can

gradually introduce objects and sounds to the dog, allowing the

dog to set the

pace and establish his own boundaries.

·      Start with introducing an object (e.g. A brush)

on the floor with a treat next to it/near it. The object is

subliminally in the

environment while the dog is receiving a positive experience.

Introducing Your

Dog To Grooming
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Introducing Your

Dog To Grooming
·      

Then gradually bring the object closer with each

new session.

 

·      Eventually you can begin to use the object while

the dog is eating, being sure to stop using the object once the reward has been

eaten.

·      With noisy object, start with the noise in the

distance and quiet and build the intensity as you progress – rewarding and

praising as you go.    

 

·      With nail clipping – see Dr. Sophia Yin video

and demonstration on You Tube for guidance. 

 

·      Alternative to nail clippers: try a scratch

board – training the dog to file using fun and interactive training games or

nail filing/grinding.

Preparing for first grooming

appointment

  Find a reputable groomer in your area and make

contact with them. 

·      Attend an initial consultation – request this if

it isn’t offered or find somewhere that provides this service. 

·      Book in “fun sessions” – allow the dog time to

adapt to the new environment by booking in small sessions of ACE Freework

and/or similar. 

·      Avoid multi-dog salons, try and stick to

one-to-one salons, mobile or home groomers.
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Introducing Your

Dog To Grooming

·      
Ask what qualifications in behaviour they have

and if they use positive training and methods.

·      Work with your groomer by continuing to

desensitise your dog at home. 

·    Be prepared to visit regularly and in shorter

sessions. 

·      For high-maintenance breeds, try and book

monthly to keep the coat in good condition. 

·      

Book the first appointment of the day – this

lessens the risk of trigger stacking. 

·      Consider skipping a meal prior to the

appointment or book the appointment at meal time – this

will help with DS/CC

work at the salon. Bring along your dog’s dinner

allowance and/or his favourite

treats.
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Introducing Your

Dog To Grooming
·      

Bring along comforters – a toy, a blanket and/or

a bed to help your dog relax in the environment. 

·      Be available for the duration of the appointment

– you may be called in early to help pacify and/or to

collect. 

·      Avoid stressful events a day or two prior to the

appointment and don’t book stressful events a day or

two after (e.g. no vet

appointments or new environments).

·      Visit the groomer between sessions and/or

consider meeting the groomer out of hours for a casual

stroll in the park (if

appropriate). 

 

Additional Guidance

 Join the free, online support group, “Holistic Dog

Grooming

with Stephanie Zikmann” for free demonstrations and

help with grooming.
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Introducing Your

Dog To other Dogs
When introducing your dog to other dogs it is important to

observe the dogs body language, in order to determine how both

dogs feel about the interaction. Here are a few points for

introducing your dog to an existing dog in the household.

Make seeing and

meeting other dogs

a positive

occurance, reward

any good/

desireable

behaviours

Allow the dogs to meet on

neutral ground. take the

dogs for a walk (walking

next to each other), and take

them into the garden/ yard

if possible and let the lead

trail (do not remove the

lead, incase of any

altercations) before

entering the home together.

If all is going well remove

the leads.

Never rush or force

an interaction, let

the dogs approach

eachother.

Ensure the dogs have met

several times before the

adoption takes place. Not

all dogs will live

happiiy with any dog, and

having positive

interactions before the

adoption will help the

new dog to settle in with

your existing dog.

Ensure both dogs

have their own

individual safe

space, such as

their own crate,

bed or area thats

just for them.

Keep toys seperate to

avoid the dogs fighting

over wanting the same

toy, or one dog becoming

possessive over their

toys.

Feed seperately, until

you are sure the dogs

are comfortable with

eachother and there is

no risk of fighting.
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Bedtime Routine
Getting your new dog to settle into your bedtime routine

may seem like a difficult task, but this doesn't have to be

the case. Remember to give the dog time, some dogs are not

used to being left alone, some are not used to being in a home

environment at all, some may just need a little time to get

used to the routine. Here are some simple steps to help you

settle your dog at bedtime.

Take the dog for

a walk, or have

the dog engage

in a puzzle to

help tire them

out

Have some

relaxation time

with your dog.

Keep the dog calm

during this time 

Ensure they

have been to the

toilet just

before bedtime

Give them a

safe chew toy

to have in

their bed or

crate

Use bedding which

has the dogs scent

on it. Also, leaving

the dog with an

item that has your

scent on, will

comfort the dog too.
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Calming Therapy ·      
Be prepared for your dog before they arrive, set up

a calm, safe space in the house, a place where no one can bother

him. Often

using a crate with a blanket over the top and a comfy bed inside

can be

appealing to dogs, creating a den-like area. 

·      

For many dogs it is also advisable to provide them

with calming tablets or drops with valerian in, moving into a

new home is

extremely stressful for the dog and in many cases calming

remedies can take the

edge off. 

·      

There are also many aromatherapy options for dogs,

many dogs enjoy exploring safe oils with their noses (do not

put undiluted

essential oils onto the dog directly). Safe oils such as

lavender, valerian,

chamomile, sweet orange and frankincense can help relax a dog,

give them the

option of which oil they prefer and then you can put a few

drops onto their bed

in their safe place. 

·      

There are a variety of products on the market that

cater to providing dogs with a relaxing environment, these

come in the form of

calming sprays, collars or plug ins. 

·      
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Some dogs entering a new home may need a few days to decompress,

give them plenty of space and allow them to approach you, it is

important to not overwhelm them with affection.

·

Do not take the dog on a walk until the dog is

confident with you and their new home, they may inhabit many

insecure

behavioural issues if you take them on a walk. *There are

enrichment

suggestions in the enrichment section*

·

If your new dog has experienced any kind of

stressful episodes when entering his new home, it is important to

give him space,

please read the section on trigger stacking.

·

The first few weeks is about gaining trust, creating

a routine and getting to know each other, it is vital that you do

not introduce

your dog to too many new environments and people, build your bond

first.

·

Once you and your dog have discovered each others

likes and dislikes you can explore more calming/touch therapies,

however, it is

important you find out what your dog is comfortable with first.

When you feel

you are both ready feel free to contact one of our team for more

information.

Calming Therapy 
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Here are 6 golden rules for keeping children

and dogs, safe and happy.

Children And Dogs

Never

leave dogs

and

children

unattended

Eating

Sleeping

Have a toy

Unwell/injured/t

ired

Blind or deaf

Teach children never

to approach a dog

when they are:

Teach children

to be kind,

gentle and

polite to dogs.

Teach children

not to pull ears

and tails etc.

Supervise the dog and

children at all times,

paying attention to the

dogs body language.

When the dog seems to

have had enough, or

seems anxious with the

interaction, allow the

dog to take them self

off to their safe space.

Never let children

approach a dog they

do not know. Teach

children to ALWAYS

ask the dogs owner

for permission to

approach the dog.

Teach children to

play safely with

dogs. Teach

children how to

train the dog to do

tricks rather than

rough games.
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Body Condition
It is of upmost importance to keep your dog at

a healthy weight for their breed, size, age and

activity. Here is a body score chart,

illustrating how body scoring is formulated.
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Roaming Dogs

Rescue
This information pack has been brought to you by RDR

and a team of canine professionals. 


